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While the returning to stability in Honduras is becoming more real, and despite the fact that 40 people were killed in the 

streets as a result of the protest, the opposition continues redesigning the strategy to oppose to the so claimed fraudulent 

elections. The government is calling the opposition to dialogue but still that possibility is far away. In the mean time we 

keep praying for justice and peace, and continue working with each one of you for a new generation of young people with 

“new blood” and influenced by the Kingdom values and spirit of community proclaimed by Christian faith and that are 

inherent to the training program of Community Agents for Total Health.  

 

ESPARTA 

Time has come! After signing the Agreement of Cooperation with the Major´s office, we have hold three meetings with 

around fifty people from the community who are potential candidates. We have met with the candidates by small groups 

and all of them are now aware of what the program is and ready to start preregistration at the Major´s office. Every 

candidate will be analyzed by a local committee and finally the candidates will receive a notification of acceptancy.  

Tom Kelly from the Municipality, who is the local Coordinator, has been responsible for organizing the candidates for the 

formation and workshops. In the picture bellow before starting our presentation with the last group of 22 people.  

 



 

 

This initiative would not be possible without the decided commitment of the Municipality to support the training feeding 

the Community Agents and providing all the necessary logistic. Our commitment from AHMEN is to provide the training, 

the facilitation of the subjects during three years, the basic materials and the follow up to the practical job of “learning 



doing” in their communities. Then matching resources and the support of AHMEN´s groups coming, joining teaching and 

providing support, wouldn´t be possible the graduation of around new 5o Agents to transform life and communities.   

 

MOSQUITIA 

Despite the distance, the costly trips and the road conditions, we continue close to the needs of the people there. Our local 

coordinator Willington, continues providing follow up to the Agents and waiting with enthusiasm the coming of the 

wonderful Rio Team next may. 

We trust the capacity of our team in Alabama to find the right people for the right need and in the right moment. We have 

shared several stories how the impact of love, wisdom and knowledge remains in the heart of the people in communities 

and how many of them during all these long years have saved lives thanks to the courageous teams coming.  

We welcome in advance to the next team coming and praying for a mutual transformative experience! WE need all what 

you can bring with you from your heart to your knowledge, form your resources network to advocate for the people here. 

We give we receive!  

 

JUTIAPA 

Jutiapa, placed right in front of one of the most beautiful islands in the world, Cayos Cochinos, has been AHMEN´s nest 

for four years. In a deep and very fraternal relationship with the local authorities, the medical center, the churches, the 

local NGOs and mainly with the Municipality, we have graduated 50 Community Agents and most of them are active now 

in their communities serving the families in several fields like health, women´s rights, children abuse prevention, gender 

issues, and more. 

 

 



After elections of new Major and other public authorities, we have met with the Major this month and presented a draft of 

MOU, to train a new group of 50 Agents focusing mainly in Youths reality adapting our curricula to that audience, which 

is one of the most affected by the violence of gangs and drugs dealers’ network. Both of them, Major and the Vice Major 

have made a decided commitment to support the training program. 

 

  



The Municipality is ready to sign the agreement and has nominated to Doctor Nolvia Murillo (Red shirt and left in the 

picture) as the coordinator on field for the success of the training program. 

The Municipality has committed funding all the logistic for the development of the workshops, the promotion, recruitment 

and join follow up with us. 

During the meeting these were some of the ideas, agreements and projections discussed: 

1. To start the training no more than middle April 

2. To count with all the support from the Major´s office for hosting Agents and providing training materials for 

quarterly workshops 

3. To nominate a local coordinator to develop action with AHMEN´s coordinator  

4. To involve the Agents in training with the different community programs the Municipality is developing or 

planning to develop, among them… 

5. Organic crops and clean water with the support of AHMEN and the agreement with National Agricultural 

University 

 



 

An extra but very crucial event is the coming of Rio Team to Honduras and their first stop at Jutiapa to ¨deliver¨ the 

support of Rosalyn, an enthusiastic Lady from Alabama staying one week for the starting of the program… We count with 

another heart and a couple of skilled hands… We need many Rosalyns and Gregs to continue transforming Honduras!!! 

Please come and see!!!! 

Byron Morales 

HONDURAS DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR 


